Come early to see FSU PD motorcycles, Leon County SWAT, TFD Fire Dept (USAR), Leon County EMS.

3/10/19
REGISTRATION 8:00 AM • RACE 9:30 AM
FSU UNCONQUERED STATUE (DOAK CAMPBELL STADIUM)
288 CHAMPIONS WAY, TLH, FL 32304

PRE-REGISTRATION CLOSES 3/7 AT 5:00 PM • T-SHIRT $20 • NO T-SHIRT $15

1. You can scan the QR code with your iPhone camera with the new update or a downloaded QR reader.
2. Go to: runsignup.com. Scroll down to “Find a race.” Search “FSU Medical response unit.” Find FSU Medical Response Unit 10th annual run for your life 5k and sign up! Full link at the bottom.

RUNSIGNUP.COM/RACE/FL/TALLAHASSEE/MRURUNFORYOURLIFE5K